MAEER’s MITSOM College, Pune
Induction Report 2016-17

Come June and the MITSOM College was all geared up for the new batch to take on the
academic session 2016 – 2017. Like every year it was a fantastic affair planned by the staff and students,
a successful joint effort.
On 28th June, 2016 at 10.00 a.m we had students enthusiastically lining up along with eager
parents to walk the steps of Swami Vivekananda Hall. An hour later a pack audience, both parents and
wards waited for the ceremonious morning. The programme was divided into two parts, the first a formal
part followed by the informal event.
The books like Know your India and Autobiography of Mahatma Gandhi- My Experiments With
Truth were distributed to the students along with Academic Planner of the year 2016-17.
MITSOM College known for its discipline, saw Mr. A. O. Kuruvila, Advisor – Trade and
Education, World Trade Centre, Mumbai, Mr. Niraj Pratap Singh, Head – Goa and Maharashtra, Aircel,
Mr. Suyog Bhandekar, Head – Placements, TCS, Mr. Amber Sayal, Member – ISKCON, Mr. Manish
Chowdhary, C.E.O, Tally Solutions, Bengaluru, Mr. Gregory Guthrie, Maharishi University of
Management, USA, Dr. Gaurav Kumar, Vishwaraj Hospital, Loni and Dr. R. M. Chitnis, Principal,
MITSOM College took the dais on sharp 11.10 a.m. and the anchor Prof. Gautam Bapat took on the
proceedings to welcome the new entrants and the parents.
The World Peace Prayer illuminated the hall to give a perfect glow. Life was brought in by Dr. R.
M. Chitnis with his encouraging and powerful speech bringing instant applause from the students and
parents. No stone was left unturned with perfect detailing.
Our Guests had wonderful words and citations to give the extra boost to the new entrants, who
looked a bit dazed but were put at complete ease by them. They also motivated the new entrants to
explore the opportunities which they get in the college life. The Guest with their words of wisdom, asked
the students to urge themselves a little more than the usual to come out as complete winners.
Hon. Principal Dr. R. M. Chitnis Sir gave the Oath of Discipline & Oath of Swatch Bharat to all
the students.
With this the first part of the programme ended with the Vote of Thanks by Prof. Pradnya
Gaikwad followed by Pasaydan.
The second part of the programme brought Dr. R. M. Chitnis to give in the rules and regulations
of MITSOM College and what are the expectations out of the students by the Principal and the staff. This
was followed by a brilliant presentation on MITSOM College and its Co- Curricular & Extracurricular

activities. The presentation of international study tour was given by Prof .Sumita Joshi, Course InchargeBBA Dept.
The programme came to an end with the teaching and non teaching staff introducing themselves.
This broke the final ice between the students and the staff. The highlight of the ceremony being the
turnout of the parents in fantastic numbers, increasing their belief in the college.

